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Special mention might be made of 
the wheat classes. The fall wheat 
submitted by Jacob Lerch. Preston,
which won first place, weighed 63% were practically on a par 
lbs. to the bushel. Fred Cable of For years, both In quantity i 
est had Marquis spring wheat which Roots and vegetables showed 
weighed 66 lbs. to the bushel. Even decrease and though an 
the fourth prise Marquis weighed 64V* fruit the entries were b 
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1It is from an actual photograph of Anna Case of the 
Metropolitan Opera singing in direct comparison 
with her own voice on the New Edison.

«But what's remarkable about this?” you ask. 
The amazing fact is that no human ear can 
distinguish the artist from the instrument; so perfect 
is the Re-Creation. This is what we call the '‘tone 
.test”. And it proves the truth of the Edison 
Company’s claims about

feeding of 
sets It Is 
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It proves that the instrument does re-create, not 
merely imitate, Hundreds of these tone tests have 
been conducted. More than 2,000,000 people have 
attended them. And not one could say when it was 
the artist he heard and when the instrument. With 
the lights lowered to hide the singer’s lips the 
audience was completely baffled.

Send U us fee « top, of tht brochure, “Muiifi 
Re-Creation", and the booklet "What the Cntitt Say .
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■1Y/E HAVE told you some of the big things about the 
\V Underwood busin-ss.-the Factory, with sixteen acres 

of floo space. 3.600 workers. 2.200 machine», making 
600 typewriters a day involving more than 5.750.000 separate 
operations. These facts are sign ,leant, of course, but we do 
not expect you to buy Underwood typewriters because of them. 
We do want you to get from them the conception that the 
Underwood has everything back of it which can make 
for your sa'isfaction. and we are going to show you that the 
Underwood is the best typewriter investment, that it will do 
your work faster and better than any other typewriter, that it 
wif stand up under the hardest use, and that it is a machine 

for which you can always g t an operator.
Above all we want you to feel that to the company behind 

the machine, business means not merely goods sold, but custom
ers satisfied. . ,, ,

There are reasons why you should buy the Underwood. 
United Typewriter Company, Limited, 135 Victoria St.,Toronto
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The Charlottetown Exhibition
r-r-iHB Charlottetown Exhibition 

I opened under unfavorable clr- 
i A cun,stance» The first two 

were wet and stormy. The farmers 
could not get away on account of a 
belated harvest, and the railway fares 
were this year more than double that 
of former years. The two last days 
of the fair were good and pleasant 

there was a large attendance of 
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